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*These are just suggestions. 

Students may read books of their choice. A new suggested series 

this year are the books by Beatrix potter.* 

 

Or choose a book from the list below: 

  
Title: Who Was Thomas Jefferson? 
Author: Dennis Brindell Fradin 
F&P Level: O 
Summary: Did you know that John Adams had to coax Thomas Jefferson into writing the 

Declaration of Independence? It's true. The shy Virginia statesman refused at first but 

then went on to author one of our nation's most important and inspiring documents. The 

third U.S. president, Jefferson, was also an architect, inventor, musician, farmer, and--

what is certainly the most troubling aspect of his life--a slave owner. Finally, here's a biography for kids 

that unveils the many facets of this founding father's remarkable and complicated life. We also 
recommend other books in this series. 
  

Title: Clarice Bean, That’s Me 
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Author: Lauren Child       
Summary: A girl describes the hectic life she leads among the members of her large family, and her 

search for a little peace and quiet. We also recommend other books in this series. 

 

 
Title: Jake Drake, Bully Buster 
Author: Andrew Clements 
F&P Level: O 
Summary: When Jake was three years old at Miss Lulu's Dainty Diaper Day Care Center, 

what did he know about bullies? Nothing. But he learned fast! Why? Because Jake is kind 

of smart, and he's not a tattletale, and he doesn't have a big brother to protect him. He's 

a perfect bully-magnet.  Now that Jake is in fourth grade he can look back and see that the year that 

made the difference was second grade. That's when Link Baxter moved to town. Link was a Super Bully, 

and Jake had his hands full just trying to survive. We also recommend other books by this author. 
 

Title: Gator Girls 
Author: Joanne Cole & Stephanie Calmenson 
F&P Level: L 
Summary: A beginning chapter book that will tickle children's funny bones. Alligator best 

friends Allie and Amy have big plans for their summer vacation together but are stymied 

when Allie's parents announce she is going to summer camp. They decide to cram all their 

outings into one day, so they dash to the Swamp Street fair, to the swimming pool, and to the pizza 

parlor for their favorite dragonfly pizza. At every turn, they run into their nemesis, the obnoxious 

Marvin. Finally, it's time to pack for camp, but things take a turn for the better when there's another 

opening at Camp Wogga-Bog and Amy can go too. The pair board the bus, only to discover that they will 

be spending the summer with Marvin! We also recommend other books by this author. 
 
Title: Third Grade Pet 
Author: Judy Cox 
F&P Level: N 
Summary: When her class adopts a rat as a pet, Rosemary is horrified. However, she 

quickly warms up to Cheese and soon finds herself trying to save him from the clutches 

of Brian, the class clown. To prevent the boy from harming the animal when it is his turn 

to take him overnight, she sneaks the creature out of school to her home. There, a host of new problems 

surface including a curious baby brother. Realizing this is not a solution, Rosemary returns the pet to the 

classroom making sure that Brian understands his responsibility for the animal's care. 
 

Title: Amber Brown Is Not a Crayon 
Author: Paula Danziger 
F&P Level: N 
Summary: She may not be a crayon, but Amber Brown is certainly blue over the fact that 

her best friend, Justin Daniels, is moving away.  Friends since preschool, Amber and Justin 

do just about everything together. What's Amber going to do now that Justin's moving 

away? We also recommend other books by this author. 
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Title: Miss Alaineus: A Vocabulary Disaster 
Author: Debra Frasier 
Summary: Sage has misheard and misunderstood one of Mrs. Page's weekly vocabulary 

words. Her error leads to a humbling catastrophe. Can Sage turn her vocabulary disaster into 

a triumph? 
 

 
Title: My Weird School #1: My Daisy Is Crazy 
Author: Dan Gutman 
Summary: Second-grader A. J. hates school, but he has to admit that Miss Daisy isn't like 

any teacher he has had before. She enjoys watching TV and eating chocolate just like A. J., 

and she is always asking her students for help solving problems in math and spelling. She also 

takes A. J.'s suggestion to turn the school into a video-game arcade seriously. Principal Klutz agrees to 

"rent out" the school for a night (and wear a gorilla suit) if the children read a million pages. Can they do 

it? We also recommend other books in this series and by this author. 
 
Title: Squish: Super Amoeba 
Author: Jennifer Holm 
F&P Level: R 
Summary: The young amoeba Squish, inspired by his favorite comic book hero, Super 

Amoeba, tries to navigate his way through school and save his friends and the world from 

the evils that lurk in the halls. We also recommend other books in this series. 
 

Title: World According to Humphrey 
Author: Betty Birney 
F&P Level: Q 
Summary: You can learn a lot about life by observing another species. That's what 

Humphrey was told when he was first brought to Room 26, and boy is it true! There are 

always adventures in the classroom, and each weekend, he gets to sleep over with different 

students. Humphrey learns to read, write, shoot rubber bands (only in self-defense, of course), turn off 

TVs, teach English as a second language, and more. With a lock-that-doesn’t-lock and an adventurous 

spirit, what more could a mischievous hamster want? 
 
Title: The Curse of Snake Island #1: Pirate School 
Author: Brian James 
Summary: The pirate ship’s first mate, Rotten Tooth, sees Pete and his friends more as an 

annoyance than pirates in training. As the ship heads toward Snake Island, Pete has an 

idea to earn some respect. If the kids can find the hidden treasure before the grownups, 

then they’ll have to be taken seriously! There’s only one problem, the treasure is guarded 

by a giant snake that curses anyone who looks in its eyes. Can the pirate kids find the 

treasure, earn the pirates’ respect, and escape certain death? We also recommend other books in this 
series. 
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Title: Never Smile at a Monkey: And 17 Other Important Things to Remember 
Author: Steve Jenkins 
Summary: When it comes to wild animals, everyone knows that there are certain things you 

just don't do. It's clearly a bad idea to tease a tiger, pull a python's tail, or bother a black 

widow spider. But do you know how dangerous it can be to pet a platypus, collect a cone 

shell, or touch a tang fish? Some creatures have developed unusual ways of protecting themselves or 

catching prey, and this can make them unexpectedly hazardous to your health. In this dynamic and 

fascinating picture book by Steve Jenkins, you'll find out what you should never do if you encounter one 

of these surprisingly dangerous animals.  We also recommend other books by this author. 
 

Title: Horrible Harry Moves up to Third Grade 
Author: Suzy Kline 
F&P Level: L 
Summary: Third grade brings lots of surprises, but one thing hasn't changed a bit—Harry 

and Sidney are still sworn enemies. Their relationship only gets worse when Sidney 

accidentally kills Harry's pet spider. Harry comes up with a horribly funny way to get 

revenge during a class trip to a creepy copper mine. We also recommend other books by this 
author. 
 
Title: Did Dinosaurs Live in Your Backyard? 
Author: Gilda Berger 
F&P Level: N 
Summary: Find answers to more than 70 questions about dinosaurs. What color were 

dinosaurs? How were baby dinosaurs born? Did any dinosaurs swim? How did plant 

eaters protect themselves? Were any meat eaters bigger than Tyrannosaurus?  Why 

did dinosaurs become extinct?  Read straight through and become an expert. There 

are hundreds of facts to collect, plus dramatic illustrations that show the world of the dinosaurs in 

spectacular detail. 
 

Title: Face to Face With Dolphins 
Author: Flip and Linda Nicklin  
Summary: You’re in the water, and suddenly, right beside you, he is beaming brightly. 

You’re face to face with a dolphin, one of the friendliest mammals on Earth. Dive deep 

into the dolphins’ realm with Flip Nicklin, one of the world’s foremost photographers of 

these smiling wonders. Meet dolphin types, from botus to orcas to bottlenose; see how 

they nurse, fish, and echolocate. 
 
Title: A to Z Mysteries: The Absent Author 
Author: Ron Roy 
F&P Level: N 
Summary: Dink writes to his favorite author, mystery writer Wallis Wallace, and invites 

him to visit Green Lawn. To Dink's amazement, Wallace says he'll come! But when the big 

day arrives, Wallace is nowhere to be found. The police think he just missed his plane, but 

Dink suspects foul play. It's up to Dink and his two best friends, Josh and Ruth Rose, to find the famous 
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writer before it's too late! Three good friends, Dink, Josh, and Ruth, follow clues from A to Z in these 

easy-to-read chapter books that will have readers puzzling along with them to solve the 

mystery. 

Title: So You Want to Be President? 
Author: Judith St. George 
F&P Level: S 
* Caldecott Medal Book 

Summary: This book begins by noting some good things about being president (never having to take out 

the garbage or eat yucky vegetables), as well as some bad things (having to dress up all the time and be 

polite to everyone). It then compares and contrasts the backgrounds, qualifications, and characteristics 

of all 41 presidents, including such things as where they lived, how big their families were, their level of 

education, and the shape of their physiques. Some of the facts are well known by most, but there are 

lots of lesser-known backroom tidbits too.   
 

Title: The Case of the Gasping Garbage 
Author: Michele Torrey 
F&P Level: O 
Summary: Got a monster in your garbage can and don't know why? A secret admirer gave 

you a love letter and you're dying to know who sent it? Pick up the phone and call the 

best science detectives in the fourth grade: Drake Doyle and Nell Fossey. They've got 

your answer and not just any answer. They’ve got the right answer. So sharpen your 

pencil, polish your magnifying glass, grab that disappearing ink, and help Doyle and Fossey 

crack the case in four mysterious episodes complete with science experiments to do at home! 
 

“Just-Right” Books Five Finger Test 

 

 


